In the surveillance state of Watch Dogs Legion, hiding your face is life or death.

As a DedSec member in the heart of a near future London, anonymity is key to your survival while fighting the powers of oppression dragging the city down.

This guide will give you a head start on creating your own DedSec mask to keep your identity secure.

Welcome to the DedSec resistance!
RUBBER MASK
THICK RUBBER OR SCULPTED PLASTIC

MONOCLE
METAL FRAME GLASS OR PLASTIC LENS

EAR TAG
PLASTIC TAG WITH PRINTED BARCODE THAT READS ‘WINSTON’

BARCODE
GENERATED BARCODE READS ‘WINSTON’

ROAD FLARE
THICK ROLLED RED PAPER

WATCH DOGS
LEGION
EAR TAG
PLASTIC TAG WITH PRINTED BARCODE THAT READS 'WINSTON'

ROAD FLARE
THICK ROLLED RED PAPER

WINSTON

- For outdoor use only, please read the instructions before using the flare.
- This is not a toy. Keep out of reach from children

RED EMERGENCY FLARE
MAY 2020
1: Hold flare tightly in the hand
2: Point away from the face and to the sky
3: Flare will ignite and last for 15 minutes

DANGER
EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE

WATCH DOGS LEGION
JOIN THE RESISTANCE
#WATCHDOGS